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Solemnity of All Saints 

On their wedding day, most couples take lots of trouble about pictures. Photo time is very 
important. One photo usually stands out. All the relatives from both the bride and groom’s 
families gather together. All of them smile, the camera clicks, and presto! This moment in 
time is preserved in glorious color through the miracle we call photography. 

Someday, decades later, another generation may look at that wedding snapshot. In a sense, 
that’s what we do as a church today on the Feast of All Saints. Instead of a bride and 
bridegroom, Jesus Christ is at the center of today’s family photo. But the camera has not yet 
clicked! Gathered with Jesus are the hosts of holy ones from every age and every land. Why 
has the photo not yet been shot? Because we’re still gathering. We’re the latest generation, 
the youngest holy ones. We’re still walking toward the picture. 

As we walk, we look today at those gathered around the Lord Jesus. There’s John the 
Baptist dressed up in camel hair. There’s Mary, Jesus’ mother standing close. Why, look! 
Even Joachim and Anna, Jesus’ grandparents, are in the crowd.  And there Mary Magdalen, 
all dressed up for the photo. 

But that’s not all. Here’s young King Louis of France, regal in his robes and crown. Next to 
him is Francis of Assisi who wore rags for Christ. There are children here, teenagers like 
Agnes the Roman martyr and Luigi the Jesuit novice. They’re from all over – from Hungary 
to Harlem, from Chile to Korea. Strange though, isn’t it? In the photo, they all look a bit like 
Jesus.   

Here come the latest. One is the neighbor you remember as a kid. There’s your aunt who 
always had time for you. There’s the neighborhood doctor. It’s quite an invitation list and 
includes faces you remember and recognize. 

The family of Jesus is gathered and still gathering. That’s the reason we celebrate all the 
saints today. Yes, even you and I, all of us, are moving toward Jesus. We’re not all pretty or 
handsome, but a lot of us look a bit like Jesus. 

You have an invitation to this photo of Jesus’ family. The photo will be taken with a lens 
wide enough to span continents and centuries.  

Remember the old song about the saints marching? Let me add a new verse to close: 
 O when the saints all gather round 
 O when the saints all gather round 

I want to be there in that picture 
When the saints all gather round.   

Happy Feast Day to all of you. Now move toward Jesus and we’ll take that picture. 


